Luminescence sensitivity of Rhine valley loess: indicators of source variability?
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Abstract:
Loess provides a valuable terrestrial record of past environmental conditions, including the dynamics of air mass circulation responsible for dust transport. Here we explore variations in the luminescence characteristics of sedimentary quartz and feldspar – dominant minerals in loess-palaeosol sequences (LPS) - as possible tools for identifying changes in source. We investigate luminescence sensitivity, a rapidly measurable index which is the product of interplay between source lithology and the history of the mineral in question. Variations in sensitivity down profile may therefore reflect, among other factors such as pedogenesis and reworking, changes in sediment provenance. We undertake an empirical investigation of the luminescence sensitivity of quartz and feldspar from different grain-size fractions from the climatically sensitive Schwalbenberg LPS in the German Rhine valley, comparing samples from a 30 m core spanning the last full glacial cycle with samples of oxygen isotope stage (OIS) 3-2 age exposed within a c. 6 m profile downslope. The temporal overlap enables comparison of luminescence characteristics with respect to possible provenance change during that timeframe. We find an overall inverse relationship between quartz and feldspar sensitivity, as well as variability in sensitivity between different quartz grain sizes. There is some indication that feldspar sensitivity increases during periods of soil formation down the core. In particular, measurements of IR50 sensitivity on unprocessed sediments show correlation with down-profile trends in more established indicators of provenance. This suggests it may be used to provide a reliable, rapid scan of sensitivity changes, and may suggest source variability over millennial timescales.
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1. Introduction

Loess – a homogeneous, permeable, predominantly silt-sized aeolian sediment [1, 2] – has long been recognised as a valuable terrestrial record of past environmental conditions [3-5]. Loess deposits drape some 10% of the Earth’s land surface, predominantly in the dry subhumid to semi-arid temperate latitudes [6], accumulating almost continuously for more than one million years in some regions [7-9]. It is assumed that classical stacked loess-palaeosol-sequences (LPS) represent deposition and in situ weathering in response to cooler glacial/stadial and warmer interglacial/interstadial climates respectively [4, 5, 10]. Most aeolian dust is thought not to travel far, often deriving from fine-grained material transported by rivers from glaciated regions [11-13], although distal transport is also widely acknowledged [e.g. 14, 15]. Loess deposits are implicitly linked with the pathways of major air masses thought to transport the dust [e.g. 16, 17].

The provenance of loess sediment, and how this may have changed through time over the history of a deposit, is inferred from the trajectories and dynamics of atmospheric circulation systems [e.g. 18, 19, 20]. The most frequently used techniques for correlating aeolian dust deposits with likely source areas include bulk geochemistry [16, 21-23], the age distribution profiles of detrital zircons [24-26], and Sr-Nd isotope ratios [15, 27, 28]. However, each of these approaches is limited in the information they may provide about loess provenance. Whilst in some instances bulk geochemistry can identify dust source changes due to variations in atmospheric circulation (such as a shift from mafic to felsic catchment source; see [29]), unequivocal links between source and sink can rarely be effectively identified because of homogenisation during transport [23, 27]. Detrital zircons are limited in utility due to age overlap and variable zircon fertility within source rocks [25]. Radiogenic isotopes are limited to identifying the origins of clay minerals rather than the more dominant silt-sized quartz and feldspar [27].

Since loess is dominated by silicate minerals – namely, quartz and feldspars - it is advantageous to explore their potential as indicators of source changes within LPS. Increasingly, researchers have been exploring variations in the luminescence characteristics of sedimentary quartz and feldspar as possible provenance tools [30-32]. Most investigations have focussed on quartz by virtue of its less complex crystalline framework. Approaches include cathodoluminescence signal spectra deriving from crystalline impurities which relate to source rock formation [33, 34]; electron spin resonance (ESR) signal intensity of luminescence centres which are thought to reflect source rock age [34, 35]; ratios of linearly-modulated optically stimulated luminescence (OSL) components as proxies for formation age [36, 37]; and OSL sensitivity measurements as a qualitative indicator of source lithology and transport history [38-41]. Of these approaches, OSL sensitivity is the quickest to measure and has therefore been favoured in loess studies as a means to rapidly assess potential changes in sediment source down LPS profiles [42-44].

OSL sensitivity – the signal intensity per absorbed radiation dose – arises from the efficiency of charge traffic between traps and luminescence centres within a crystalline framework [45]. In a sedimentary context, sensitivity is the product of interplay between source lithology and the history of the mineral in question [32], including sedimentary history, extrusion/deposition and metamorphosis. Consequently, shifts in sediment provenance may be observed through variations in OSL sensitivity down LPS [43]. Other, additional luminescence characteristics such as dose
recovery [44] and infrared stimulated luminescence (IRSL):OSL ratios [42] have also been observed to change in parallel, but require additional measurements. OSL sensitivity profiles have so far been generated for LPS sites on the Chinese Loess Plateau [43, 44] and in Central Asia [42]. Despite the presence of thick loess deposits across Europe [3, 46, 47, 48], however, this approach has yet to be tested on that continent.

Here we undertake an empirical investigation of the luminescence sensitivity characteristics of quartz and feldspar from different grain-size fractions at the Schwalbenberg LPS in the German Rhine valley. In doing so we test the potential of luminescence sensitivity as an indicator of changes in sediment source through time. Although feldspar, as a solid solution, exhibits substantially more complexity in its crystalline framework and recombination mechanisms than does quartz [e.g. 49-52], we undertake the first step towards exploring the potential of feldspar luminescence sensitivity for this purpose in the form of an empirical study. We compare samples collected from a 30 m core spanning the last full glacial cycle at high resolution [53, 54], with samples of oxygen isotope stage (OIS) 3-2 age exposed within a c. 6 m profile on the southern margins of the Schwalbenberg deposit [53]. The temporal overlap of the two localities during OIS3 enables comparison of luminescence characteristics with respect to possible shifts in provenance during that timeframe.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1 Sampling site

This study focuses on the loess deposits of the Schwalbenberg site, located west of the city of Remagen and just north of the confluence between the rivers Ahr and Rhine in western Germany (Figure 1). Loess deposits up to 30 m thick drape the fluvial terraces of the Rhine, and Devonian sedimentary bedrock [53, 55], providing some of the thickest and most complete deposits in western Europe [56, 57]. The loess deposits at Schwalbenberg have been the focus of a number of studies describing the stratigraphy and sediments, including their chemistry, in detail. Most studies investigated and excavated profiles exposed along the margins of the hillslope, with the antiquity of the deposits inferred through correlation [e.g. 55, 58-62]. More recently, four cores (REM 1, 3A/3B, 5) were drilled and sampled across the hillslope in order to reconstruct palaeoenvironmental change in four dimensions based on physical characteristics and geochemistry [53-55].
In this study, we focus on two sets of samples collected from the Schwalbenberg locality. Firstly, we sampled the upper 25 m of the 30 m long REM3B core. Fluvial sediments unrelated to the loess sequence dominate depths below 25 m and were beyond the scope of interest here. The REM3B core was collected adjacent the REM3A core described in [54], and was collected in order to facilitate luminescence dating for chronological control. Stratigraphic correlations suggest the REM3 cores to span the last full glacial cycle [53]. The basal metres comprise fluvial sandy silts, with some gravels, correlated based on elevation to the Rhine terraces of last interglacial age and earlier [62]. In addition, we collected four samples from a c. 6 m thick loess profile, RP1, situated on the southern margins of the hill and approximately 200 m west of the previously described sections [57, 59, 60, 62]. Loess at RP1 accumulated over late OIS3 into OIS2 [53]. This chronology is based on radiocarbon dating of molluscs [65] and earthworm calcite granules [53], as well as luminescence dating using quartz OSL and polynuclear post-infrared infrared stimulated luminescence (pIR-IRSL) on multiple grain-size fractions [53].

2.2 Luminescence measurements on the RP1 profile

Four luminescence samples were collected from profile RP1 for the dating analysis described in [53]. These samples were treated to isolate sand-sized (100-200 µm) and very fine sand-sized (63-100 µm) quartz for OSL dating, according to availability and using published methods [66]. These size fractions were loaded as 14-24 small aliquots (50-100 grains each) onto stainless steel discs for
measurement (Table S1). Eighteen aliquots of fine-grained (4-11 µm) polymineral material were additionally prepared from each sample according to [66].

All luminescence measurements were made on an automated Risø TL-DA-12 reader using blue-green or infrared light-emitting diodes (LEDs) to excite the OSL and IRSL/pIR-IRSL signals respectively [65]. Measurements were undertaken in the luminescence dating laboratory of the Curt Engelhorn Zentrum für Archaeometrie (CEZA) in Mannheim. Quartz OSL measurements for De were undertaken using the single aliquot regenerative dose (SAR) protocol of Murray and Wintle [68, 69], using preheat and cutheat temperatures of 240°C and 220°C respectively and applying four regenerative dose steps. The pIR-IRSL protocol [72] was applied to the polymineral fine-grained samples using an initial IRSL measurement temperature of 50°C and pIR-IRSL measurement temperature of 290°C (and is henceforth designated as pIR50IRSL290). De values calculated for the RP1 samples are listed in Table S2 and described in more detail in [53]. While not all aliquots exhibited characteristics acceptable for dating, we focus here on the luminescence sensitivity of all aliquots measured, which produced signal suitable for sensitivity calculations. These were calculated from the luminescence signal arising from the test dose immediately following measurement of the natural signal, and are quantified in counts/second/Gy [38].

2.2 Luminescence measurements on the REM3B core

Core REM3B was split lengthwise for sampling under subdued red light conditions. One half of the core was sampled at semi-regular intervals for De preparation and measurement, and the other half was sampled at the same depths for dose rate analysis to facilitate eventual age calculations. The stratigraphy of the core was logged and correlated with the adjacent core REM3A to produce a composite core REM3 (described in [53]; Figure S1). A total of 102 samples were collected at high frequency down core REM3B, each comprising ten vertical centimetres of sediment accumulation; five samples derived from the basal fluvial units and are hereafter disregarded from further consideration in this study, since the focus is on the aeolian sediments. All REM3B core samples and their depths are listed in the Supplementary Information (Table S3).

We investigated luminescence signals and sensitivity using IRSL on 83 samples down the column; pIR50IRSL290 on 8 samples between c. 1.3-3.5 depth; pIR200IRSL290 (using a higher initial IRSL temperature of 200°C) on 11 samples between 3.5-16.6 m depth; and OSL of two different size fractions for samples collected between 3.5-6.5 m and the lowermost 7 m respectively (Table S3). The post-IR-IRSL measurements were all undertaken on 63-100 µm processed and density-separated material and therefore comprises K-feldspar rather than polymineral, as was the case for the fine-grained aliquots measured from the profile RP1. All luminescence measurements were made on automated Risø TL-DA-20 readers using blue-green or infrared light-emitting diodes (LEDs) to excite the OSL and IRSL/pIR-IRSL signals respectively [67]. Measurements were undertaken in the luminescence dating laboratory at the Max Planck Institute for Chemistry (MPIC), Mainz.

We first undertook a rapid assessment of IRSL signal increase with depth, and corresponding sensitivity, on 83 unprocessed samples down core REM3B. Three aliquots of unprocessed, unexposed sediment per sample were pipetted onto stainless steel discs for measurement of the natural IRSL50
signal (L₀) at 50°C, followed by a test dose of approximately 37 Gy, and measurement of the IRSL₅₀ signal following that test dose (Tₙ). We selected a constant test dose that was the same as that applied to the RP1 samples to ensure consistency for the sample suite.

Following the initial IRSL₅₀ scans, selected samples from regular intervals were treated to isolate very fine sand-sized (63-90 µm) and very fine silt (4-11 µm) material according to published methods for core samples [71]. Five very fine sand-sized (63-100 µm) samples from the depth range c. 3.5-6.5 m were subsampled for extraction of both purified quartz and K-feldspar signal measurement, and 10 very fine silt-sized samples (4-11 µm) from >23 m depth were processed for quartz. The subsamples for quartz purification were etched in fluorosilicic acid according to published methods [72]. Following insights from earlier studies indicating that quartz signals in Remagen loess rarely yield reliable ages [55], we focused solely on processing and measurement of K-feldspar fractions for the remainder of the core. Six samples from the mid-lower part of the core (7.6-16.6 m) were processed solely for very fine sand-sized (63-100 µm) K-feldspar measurement.

We initially ran the pIR₂₀₀ IRSL₂₉₀ protocol [70] on 6-12 aliquots of K-feldspar below 3.5 m depth. Following observation of the signal arising from these samples, we observed variable sensitivity between samples and aliquots. We therefore compared measurements from the pIR₂₀₀ IRSL₂₉₀ protocol with those using the lower initial temperature pIR₅₀ IRSL₂₉₀ protocol on sample A0379 (3.5 m depth) and found that the latter yielded more consistent results. Thereafter we measured the K-feldspar core samples above 3.5 m depth using the pIR₅₀ IRSL₂₉₀ protocol on 24 aliquots each, with four regenerative dose points. Three aliquots each from the five 63-90 µm quartz samples were measured for OSL equivalent dose and sensitivity using the single aliquot regenerative dose (SAR) protocol [68, 69] using preheat and cutheat temperatures of 260°C and 240°C respectively, applying two regenerative dose steps and test doses of approximately 37 Gy. Three aliquots of each very fine silt-sized sample from the lowest part of the core were measured using the SAR protocol, applying preheat and cutheat temperatures of 260°C and 240°C respectively, three regenerative dose steps and test doses of approximately 37 Gy. Given the relatively small quantities of aliquots measured, mean equivalent doses are reported with 1σ uncertainty.

Additional tests for luminescence characteristics were run on the 63-100 µm K-feldspar fractions. Dose recovery in response to a laboratory-applied beta radiation dose of c. 100 Gy was measured on three K-feldspar aliquots of sample A0375 (4.45 m), and residual dose tests following bleaching under sunlight and under an LED lamp were measured on six aliquots each of samples A0375 and A0376 (4.45 m and 4.25 m depth respectively, bracketing the Eltville tephra; Table S4).

The luminescence sensitivities of the K-feldspar and quartz aliquots were calculated from the signal arising from the test dose immediately following measurement of the natural signal (Tₙ), divided by test dose size, and are quantified in counts/second/Gy [38].

3. Results

Whilst the focus of this study is on the luminescence sensitivity of different minerals and grain size fractions in the Schwalbenberg loess deposit, we also provide the approximate equivalent doses as a means of initially assessing the robustness of the age-depth relationships using the different
protocols. We therefore present our results in three parts: an overview of the equivalent dose measurements, followed by test-dose sensitivity data for the profile RP1 and the part of the core overlapping with RP1, and finally for the core REM3B.

3.1. Equivalent dose measurements

Most, but not all, aliquots of each respective measurement responded satisfactorily to the quartz OSL SAR or K-feldspar pIR-IRSL protocols. While signals from the pIR200IRSL290 and pIR50IRSL290 protocol measurements were both stable, sensitivity between aliquots and samples was more variable for the higher initial temperature protocol than for lower initial temperatures. Aliquots for equivalent dose calculation were accepted according to the criteria described in [53]. The $D_e$ values for each quartz and K-feldspar sample were either averaged ($\leq$6 aliquots) or calculated using the Central Age Model (CAM) of [73] ($>6$ aliquots; Tables S5 and S6). Given the possibility of residual dose contained within the pIR-IRSL signals [70], we quantified the residual dose on REM3B sample A0376 following bleaching for 300 hours using an LED lamp. These measurements yielded a residual dose of 32.7 ± 4.0 Gy (Table S4). We assumed this value to be representative for loess at the site and therefore subtracted this value from all $D_e$s measured using the pIR-IRSL protocols.

We calculated approximate $D_e$ values for the unprocessed IRSL50 measurements by taking the mean of the three aliquot palaeodoses (Table S7).

Equivalent dose estimates are plotted vs. depth for both the profile RP1 and core REM3B in Figure 2. The pIR-IRSL samples in core REM3B are corrected for residual dose (for uncorrected age-depth, see Figure S3).
Figure 2. Plots illustrating equivalent dose (1σ error) with depth. (a) Equivalent dose vs. depth for the REM3B core, as measured on bulk samples (IR$_{50}$ signal; orange), fine-grained (4-11 µm) and very fine sand-sized (63-100 µm) K-feldspar and quartz aliquots (for respective measurement protocols and mineral fractions, see legend within figure), measured in the MPIC laboratory, Mainz. The stratigraphy and stratigraphic units of the REM3 core are shown for reference; samples from the fluvial sediments at the base of the core are shown for completeness. (b) Equivalent dose vs. depth for the profile RP1 based on 63-100 µm and 100-200 µm quartz and 4-11 µm polimineral measurements, measured in the CEZA laboratory, Mannheim. The stratigraphy of the profile is also shown. The zone of temporal overlap between the REM3B core and RP1 profile, determined by detailed stratigraphic correlation in [53], is constrained by dashed lines.

Equivalent dose values broadly increase with depth down the core REM3B, irrespective of measurement protocol (Figure 2A). This is to be expected given that this part of the Schwalbenberg deposit is interpreted to span the last full glacial cycle, from c. 130-0 ka [53]. The IR$_{50}$ measurements on bulk, unprocessed samples also increase with depth and indicate that despite the impure signal measured on this material, it can nevertheless be used to provide a rapidly produced overview scan. Subvertical age-depth relationships can be observed in the stratigraphic units E (and transition to F),
as well as C-D, suggesting very high sedimentation rates during the deposition of these units. These units have been correlated on the basis of combined lithostratigraphic features and physical characteristics with oxygen isotope stages (OIS) 4 and the early part of OIS 3 (units C-D), and with OIS 2 (units E-F) [53].

There are several notable discrepancies between the different measurement protocol results for the core REM3B. The lower preheat, residual-corrected K-feldspar pIRIR protocols yield equivalent doses within error of, and consistent with, the quartz OSL results for the same size fraction (63-90 μm). Where the quartz OSL measurements were paired with the K-feldspar pIRSLIRSL protocols, the K-feldspar $D_e$ values are at least 50% greater than those of the quartz. This may be the product of higher residual doses than assumed, incomplete bleaching, or an inappropriate preheat temperature for the K-feldspar samples. However we cannot preclude potential inaccuracies in the quartz as well, such as mixing, incomplete bleaching and multiple signal components, especially since we observe two inverted $D_e$ values at c. 4.5 m depth (Figure 2A), a point at which we observe sedimentary reworking [53]. Unfortunately the lack of available measurable sample precluded a similar comparison for the 4-11 μm quartz OSL measurements in the lower part of the core at c. 23 m depth. However, two of the three samples yield $D_e$ values greater than the K-feldspar estimates further up the core, which is at least consistent with increasing age with depth.

The unprocessed IR$_{50}$ $D_e$ values from core REM3B also consistently increase with depth. We undertook no signal fading measurements on these aliquots and can therefore expect the IR$_{50}$ values to underestimate those from the processed samples. Although the discrepancy between the unprocessed IR$_{50}$ and other measured signals is significant and suggests substantial signal fading, our observations nevertheless indicate that this quick scan approach can be useful to gain an overview of age-depth relationships down long sediment cores [74].

Equivalent dose values increase slightly with depth down profile RP1, irrespective of measurement protocol (Figure 2B). The profile chronology has been interpreted on the basis of combined luminescence and radiocarbon dating to span a relatively short time interval, c. 35-20 ka [53]. Consequently it is to be expected that the $D_e$ values show limited variation. With one exception, the fine-grained polymineral samples yield larger $D_e$ values than for quartz, which is also to be expected given higher internal dose rates in feldspar. There is, however, a discrepancy between the $D_e$ values of the different quartz grain-size fractions. This may reflect the fact that the the quartz signal is approaching saturation at these doses [75, 76]. Furthermore, quartz from Schwalbenberg has previously been observed to contain a substantial contribution of medium component within the overall luminescence signal measured [55]. Whilst these discrepancies hold implications for dating profile RP1 (see discussion in [53]), they do not affect our comparison of test-dose sensitivity here.

3.2. Luminescence sensitivity within profile RP1 and in the zone of temporal overlap between REM3B and RP1

The stratigraphy of profile RP1 has been dated using radiocarbon and luminescence, and is described in detail in [53]. It spans late OIS3 into the last glacial maximum of OIS2, and comprises primary loess in the lowermost excavated c. 20 cm, overlain by c. 1 m of sediment bearing varying degrees of soil development with concomitant high clay proportions. A further c. 20 cm of primary loess overlies this OIS3 soil complex. This is overlain by a thin, clay-rich palaeosol, over which >0.5 m of primary
loess caps the exposed sequence. A comparable stratigraphic progression is observed in the REM3 cores correlated in [53] to overlap temporally with the RP1 profile (Figure 3).

**Figure 3.** Comparison of luminescence test dose sensitivity (in cts/Gy/s) for the zone of temporal overlap between the REM3B core and RP1 profile. Stratigraphy and clay proportions [53] are shown for reference; gelic gleysol and calcric cambisol horizons are used for correlation across the figure. (a) Down-core test-dose sensitivity at REM3B measured for K-feldspar pIR\(^{290}\), and for bulk sediment using IR\(^{50}\). Error bars indicate standard deviations. (b) Down-profile test-dose sensitivity at RP1 based on two quartz size fractions as well as for K-feldspar pIR\(^{290}\). Since 14-24 aliquots were measured for each sample at RP1, sensitivity results are shown as box-plots with the median as a circle.

The luminescence sensitivity arising from the IR\(^{50}\) measurements on unprocessed material from core REM3B is illustrated in Figure 3A, along with the pIR\(^{200dR290}\) sensitivities on 63-90 µm K-feldspar aliquots of three overlapping samples. A log\(^{10}\) scale is used for the sensitivities, since the unprocessed IR\(^{50}\) material is substantially brighter than the processed sample measurements. We observe minimal variation in the sensitivities derived from the samples measured using pIR\(^{200dR290}\). By contrast, there is significant variability in the IR\(^{50}\) measurements. On the whole, IR\(^{50}\) sensitivities increase within the primary loess units, and decrease in the more clay-rich, pedogenic horizons.

The luminescence sensitivity of the four samples collected from profile RP1, measured on 100-200 µm and 63-100 µm quartz and fine-grained polymineral fractions, is shown in Figure 3B. The data are presented as box-plots (medians shown by circles), with respect to stratigraphy and clay concentrations. The Supplementary Information contains more detail on the respective fractions, including the absolute sensitivity values (Table S8), dot plots of all aliquots (Figure S4) and violin and box-plots for the individual fractions (Figures S5-S8). The sensitivities of both quartz size fractions vary minimally within the profile, although we concede that the sampling bias towards primary loess units may have influenced this result. The median values of the coarser (100-200 µm) fraction are slightly higher than for the very fine sand-size (63-90 µm) fraction, with the exception of the lowermost sample. By comparison, the substantially brighter fine-grained (4-11 µm) polymineral (feldspar) fraction varies by c. 50% between the upper- and lowermost samples collected within the
primary loess (which yield the greatest sensitivity values), and the middle samples from the OIS3 palaeosol package.

Our sensitivity measurements on the unprocessed sample and on 63-90 µm K-feldspar within core REM3B at this depth range facilitate a degree of comparison with the sensitivity characteristics of the fine-grained polymineral samples in the RP1 profile. Despite deriving from different size fractions, the K-feldspar pIR\textsubscript{50}/IRSL\textsubscript{290} sensitivity values are similar to those observed at the equivalent stratigraphic unit in the RP1 profile. The IR\textsubscript{50} sensitivity increases in the primary loess horizons and decreases by up to 50% in the more clay-rich palaeosol units, a trend which is echoed in the sensitivity values of the more coarsely sampled fine-grained polymineral measurements from the RP1 profile.

3.3. Luminescence sensitivity down core REM3B

Detailed correlation of a number of cores and profiles in the Schwalbenberg loess deposit established that the REM3 cores (A and B) span the last full glacial cycle [53]. The 27 m REM3 LPS is underlain by c. 3 m of fluvial sediments corresponding to pre-OIS 5. The overlying c. 7.5 m contain predominantly clay-rich pedogenised loess interbedded with thin fluvial units, reworked and primary loess dating to the later stages of OIS 5 through to early OIS 3 (SSU B and C according to [53]). A further c. 7 m of mostly loess, reworked loess and well developed calcric cambisols overlies that part of the sequence and is interpreted to correspond to OIS 3. The predominantly primary loess of OIS 2, containing several weak palaeosols and reworked loess horizons, comprises the overlying 11.5 m. The sequence is capped by <1 m of modern soil horizon corresponding to OIS 1.

The luminescence sensitivity of all size and mineral fractions measured from REM3B is illustrated in Figure 4 with respect to stratigraphy and clay concentrations (given as % material <2 µm). Given the smaller numbers of aliquots measured relative to the RP1 samples, we present these results as median values (circles) and standard deviations on a logarithmic scale. Absolute test-dose sensitivity values for all measurements run from the REM3B samples are provided in Tables S7 and S9-S11.
Figure 4. Comparison of luminescence sensitivity with depth down the REM3B core, for quartz OSL, feldspar pIR$_{290}$ and bulk IR$_{50}$ signals. Simplified stratigraphy, the stratigraphic units according to [53] and clay proportions are shown for reference; relevant primary loess units are highlighted in yellow shading and palaeosol horizons in brown.

The unprocessed IR$_{50}$ results provide the most complete and highest resolution dataset from the REM3B core of the protocols used for measurement. As was already observed in the preceding section for the zone of temporal overlap with profile RP1, the IR$_{50}$ sensitivities broadly increase within the primary loess units, and decrease within palaeosol horizons. This trend appears to be reflected in the measurements made using the pIR$_{50}$IR$_{290}$ protocol on the 63-100 µm K-feldspar...
fraction, and possibly (although less clearly) in the pIR$_{290}$IR$_{50}$ measurements, although the trend of the latter is less clear. The quartz samples are substantially less sensitive and produce less distinct trends, although the basal fluvial fine-grained quartz yields lower sensitivity values than fine-grained quartz from the overlying pedogenised loessic material.

4. Discussion

4.1. Variability in quartz and feldspar test-dose sensitivity during OIS3

The profile RP1, and subsection of core REM3B which overlaps with it, correspond to OIS3 and the transition to OIS2 [53]. Millennial-scale oscillations in climate are known to have occurred across Europe and the wider North Atlantic region over this period [77-81]. At Schwalbenberg, the impact of short-term climatic oscillations can be identified in the form of sedimentological and chemical changes within the stratigraphy both at RP1 and within the various cores, including REM3, collected from across the loess deposit [53]. The four samples measured from profile RP1 were collected from three clearly identifiable primary loess units (stratigraphic units 9-10, 7 and 1 in [53]; Figure 3) and one from a weakly developed palaeosol within a soil complex (stratigraphic unit 4). This provides us with the opportunity to identify whether OIS3-2 climatic oscillations, which may include variability in dust transport pathways [55, 59, 82] preserved in the form of source changes, are reflected in the luminescence sensitivities of our samples.

The quartz OSL sensitivities of the paired size fractions (63-100 μm and 100-200 μm) lie within error of one another without exception, and yield very little variability (Figure 3B). Standard deviations for the quartz sensitivities are very large irrespective of the number of aliquots measured (for aliquot quantities, see Table S2). As a result, we cannot reliably distinguish any differences in sensitivity of the quartz measured from RP1.

More substantial variability can be observed in the sensitivities derived from the feldspar (polymineral) signals (Figure 3). The 4-11 μm polymineral samples measured using pIR$_{50}$IR$_{290}$ from profile RP1 appear to yield higher sensitivities for the primary loess units 1 and 9, and lower sensitivities for the palaeosol unit 4 and palaeosol-loess transition 6/7 (Figure 3B). We also observe generally higher sensitivities within primary loess units for the unprocessed IR$_{50}$ signals from core REM3B, and lower sensitivities within pedogenic horizons (Figure 5A). We note that only two processed K-feldspar samples from core REM3B actually overlap with the profile (the uppermost sample in Figure 3A is equivalent to the RP1 stratigraphic unit 12 and cannot be considered as overlapping); the sensitivities of these samples lie within error of one another and yield similar mean values (c. 1000 cts/s/Gy), but the small quantity of samples prevents more robust analysis. We therefore discard these from further consideration. Where there are enough samples measured to facilitate comparison, however, it would appear from our empirical observations that feldspar signal intensities from the processed, and possibly also unprocessed, samples do show a change in characteristics between primary loess and palaeosol units within the Schwalbenberg LPS (Figure 5B). This trend is the inverse of that previously observed for quartz in other LPS across Eurasia [42, 43]. Ours is nevertheless the first empirical study of feldspar signal characteristics. Whilst the mechanisms for feldspar signal sensitivity remain poorly understood [50-52], we posit that one possible explanation for the trends observed here is a change in source (and therefore trajectory) of the mineral dust between the accretionary primary loess, and more stable pedogenic, climatic phases.
4.2 Rapid measurement of luminescence sensitivity in loess: Implications for source variability?

Given the observation that both unprocessed IR\$ and processed, 4-11 µm pIRsIR290 signals in the OIS3-2 period of the RP1 and REM3B records appear to vary between primary loess and palaeosol horizons, we then interrogated the upper 4 m of the REM3B core, where the results of these two
protocols can be compared. This upper part of the core spans OIS2 and the transition to OIS1 [52], although we did not collect any samples from the Holocene part of the core and therefore can only investigate the glacial maximum period. Nevertheless, the stratigraphy and particularly clay percentages of this part of the core exhibit variations (Figure 5B), most notably oscillations between gelic gleysols and primary loess. Reworked loess is observed below 3.2 m and bracketing the tephra layer.

We observe overall less variability in absolute values of the bulk IR50 sensitivities than lower down in the core but nevertheless note increased sensitivity in the loess, and reduced values in the gelic gleysols (Figure 5B). The absolute sensitivity values of the 63-90 µm pIR50IR290 measurements are substantially higher than those observed for the finer grained (4-11 µm) fraction from RP1.

Of greatest interest, however, is the fact that both bulk IR50 and 63-90 µm pIR50IR290 sensitivities yield higher values in the loess and lower values in the gelic gleysols. In addition, the variability in absolute values is greater for the processed, 63-90 µm pIR50IR290 aliquots. We propose that both bulk IR50 and 63-90 µm pIR50IR290 are effectively tapping into the same feldspar signal which is varying between the loess and the gleysols, and that that signal, as suggested above, represents a switch in source - and therefore possibly transport pathway - between the two depositional units, although at this stage we cannot speculate as to where the sources were located. We stress that our observations are empirical and that it is beyond the scope of this study to shed light on the possible mechanisms which may be contributing to the feldspar signal intensity. Furthermore we concede that it is important to consider the mode of pedogenesis within the sediments; gelic gleysols are known to form in this region under partly stagnant conditions overlying the permafrost table and are therefore distinct from calcic cambisols which also occur within the core. Nevertheless, the trends we observe are sufficiently compelling to suggest that sensitivity measurements in feldspar, as previously observed in quartz [42-44], may also provide insights into provenance changes in long sedimentary sequences, although we concede that the mode of pedogenesis may also play a role in feldspar signal sensitivity.

Since we notice effectively the same trends in sensitivity variation for both unprocessed IR50 and processed pIR50IR290 aliquots (Figure 5), we propose that the rapidly measured bulk IR50 signal holds potential as a rapid and simple means to assess variability in sediment source, and thereby changes in dust transport pathways, down LPS and other long sequences (see Section 4.3). We concede that our empirical study does not provide insights into the mechanisms which drive the changes in signal characteristics that we observe here, such as whether higher feldspar sensitivities represent sediments derived from older, metamorphosed or otherwise deformed source rocks. Likewise it may be the case that the process of pedogenesis, which includes weathering of potassium-rich minerals, including feldspar, may have played a role in influencing the signal sensitivity. Nevertheless our observations provide the first basis for future studies investigating the mechanisms driving feldspar sensitivity, and further exploring feldspar characteristics as possible indicators of provenance change.

4.3 Variability in test-dose sensitivity over the last full glacial cycle within core REM3B

Accepting the hypothesis that IR50 sensitivity of bulk, unprocessed sediment can be used as a rapid scan for potential provenance, or at least stratigraphic, changes, we then investigated the variability in IR50 sensitivity down the REM3B core with respect to stratigraphy, Si/Al ratio as an indicator of provenance change [83], potassium and clay concentration, Ca/Ti ratios and total organic carbon (TOC), as published in [53] (Figure 6). We visually defined an approximate threshold for IR50
sensitivity – not the mean, since absolute values vary sufficiently that a log_{10} scale was necessary for presenting the data - above which values were considered “high”. We considered 1σ as part of the sensitivity range, since we were conscious of the small numbers of aliquots measured and do not wish to over-interpret the data. We find that in most, but not all, cases, IR_{50} sensitivity exceeds the threshold in samples collected from primary or reworked loess. We likewise find that in most, but not all, cases, IR_{50} sensitivity values from palaeosols or fluvial sediments fell below the defined threshold. We find a striking similarity in trend between IR_{50} sensitivity and the Si/Al ratio, which provides a more established indicator of source change [83]. The data available from the quartz measurements and the K-feldspar pIR_{200}IR_{290} signals are of insufficiently high resolution to conclusively identify trends in sensitivity down the REM3B core (Figure 4), although the fine-grained quartz OSL sensitivities from the basal fluvial sediments are lower than in the LPS part of the sequence. The correlation we observe between IR_{50} sensitivity and Si/Al ratio – including the fact that fluvial sediments unaffected by pedogenesis yield lower sensitivity values - strengthens our hypothesis that changes in IR_{50} sensitivity reflect variability in provenance. Nevertheless we urge caution in this inference since we cannot exclude the possibility that pedogenesis may play a role in influencing feldspar charge transfer.

Figure 6. Comparison of bulk IR_{50} luminescence sensitivity (orange solid line representing mean sensitivity, and dotted line representing 1σ range) with Si/Al ratio (scarlet), potassium concentration (dark red), percentage clay (defined as <2 μm; purple), Ca/Ti ratio (dark blue) and total organic carbon (TOC; green), for the REM3 LPS. Primary and reworked loess unit depths are highlighted by beige shading. Where IR_{50} sensitivities exceed the approximately defined threshold and correspond to primary or reworked loess sediments, these are shaded in red; reduced sensitivities below the same threshold which correlate to palaeosols or fluvial sediments are shaded in blue. Stratigraphy and correlation to oxygen isotope stages [52] are shown for reference.

Figure 6 also provides an opportunity to investigate possible correlations between IR_{50} sensitivity and other chemical proxies. There appears to be very little systematic correlation between the IR_{50}
sensitivity and the Ca/Ti or TOC ratios. It has already been observed from the upper part of the REM3B core that IR<sub>50</sub> sensitivity appears to have an inverse relationship with clay (<2 µm) concentration (Figure 5B). Observing the variability in sensitivity and clay concentration throughout the entire core (Figure 6), this inverse relationship would appear to hold largely true, although it is not proportional with respect to absolute values. Whether this relationship is mechanistic or simply relates to possible source changes to less sensitive feldspar-bearing sediments during pedogenic phases, which are by nature higher in clay concentration, is unclear at this stage.

A similar anti-correlation can be observed between sensitivity and potassium concentration, whereby potassium proportions increase as IR<sub>50</sub> sensitivities decrease (Figure 6). Feldspar minerals represent a solid solution with varying proportions of Ca, Al and K within their crystal framework and rarely occur as end-members; along with clay minerals, feldspars represent the main source of K within loessic sediment. It is therefore feasible that the proportion of K down the REM3B core reflects changes in the proportion of K within the feldspars that we are measuring for sensitivity. It has been suggested, in studies aiming to understand the phenomenon of anomalous fading within feldspars for dating, that K concentration may influence the density of available recombination centres [84-87], which might be used as an explanation for the variability that we observe here. However, the structural state of the feldspar is just as important in determining charge transfer [52], and thereby sensitivity, and it is beyond the scope of this study to investigate the interplay between those characteristics within the Schwalbenberg LPS and how these may relate to possible source changes. Notwithstanding these limitations, we propose that the observations of feldspar sensitivity made in this study represent a first step towards exploring the potential of such characteristics as possible indicators of provenance change within sedimentary sequences such as the Schwalbenberg loess.
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